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Charlie got on the car, and the expressions of the Wade Family members were very depressed, and
even Lord Wade felt uneasy.

But Charlie, who was sitting in the car, had a calm expression on his face.

He didn’t worry about tomorrow’s affairs at all.

On the contrary, he was faintly excited, and even a little impatient.

Because he wanted to reach the top of wade’s house, only the last step, and this last step was Abbas
himself!

Stephen Thompson drove out and first sent Helena to Shangri-La.

The car stopped at the entrance of Shangri-La, and Charlie said: “Helena, you go back and have a good
rest. At six tomorrow morning, I will let Housekeeper arrange a car to pick you up.”

“Okay!” Helena nodded lightly, and said: “MR. Wade, you also have a good rest today. After all, there is
still important business tomorrow.”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “I see, you can call Stephen if you have something to do.”

“Okay MR. Wade.” Helena nodded respectfully and said: “If you have nothing else, I’ll get out of the car
first.”

“good.”

Seeing Helena got off the car and entered the hotel, Charlie said to Stephen Thompson: “Stephen ,
let’s go.”

“Good master.”

Stephen Thompson drove the car out of the hotel and asked Charlie respectfully: “Master, how sure
are you about tomorrow?”

Charlie said calmly: “Full score.”

Stephen Thompson was slightly startled, slightly surprised, but soon returned to normal, and asked
incomprehensibly: “Then why do you tell the master that you are only half sure?”

Charlie smiled and said, “I can’t let him sleep too peacefully tonight, nor can I let the other Wade
Family members sleep too peacefully!”

Speaking of this, Charlie snorted and said: “I have to make them restless and sleepless, so that they
can spend the longest, darkest and most memorable night of their lives!”



“Only in this way, when I solve the Wan Po Army tomorrow, they will truly know what it feels like after
the catastrophe!”

When Stephen Thompson heard this, he was taken aback for a moment, then he couldn’t help but
smile, and said, “So it seems that I can sleep well in Xia tonight!”

The corners of Charlie’s mouth rose slightly, and he smiled: “Sleep, just don’t let other Wade Family
members know.”

Stephen Thompson couldn’t help but asked again: “Master, are you serious about Helena regaining the
throne?”

“Yes.” Charlie nodded, and said: “Helping her regain the throne is really too simple. At most only half a
rejuvenation pill is enough to make her grandma willing to pass the throne to her!”

After speaking, Charlie said with emotion: “For an old man who has almost died once, once she can
come back to life, what Olivia, what Queen, is all clouds!”

“There is nothing more maddening them than being able to reopen their eyes and see the world.”

Stephen Thompson knew Charlie better than everyone in the Wade Family.

He had heard of things like Rejuvenation Pill for a long time.

Hearing about Charlie’s solution, he was relieved, but he couldn’t help but said: “Master, Rejuvenation
Pill is invaluable, and you and Helena are not relatives, why do you take care of her like this?”

Charlie looked out the window and said lightly: “The Wade Family’s domestic business has almost
reached its limit. The next step is to develop overseas. Moreover, the ocean transportation group that
I cooperate with Zara also needs European companies. Resources and relations, if Helena succeeds to
the throne, we will be in Europe much easier in the future.”
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